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1. Why not? Tow tone extension for January 2019 from Kazakhstan lash stylist.
The New Year began and it is so tempting to try something new, that you have not done before.
How about two color extension?
Sounds ordinary, but don’t make snap judgements until you check out the pictures below.

Extension methon: 4D Volume
Eyelashes : Mink В 0,07 7-13 mm,
Blue В 0,07 7-11mm on the bottom layer.
For eyeliner effect Blue eyelashes are
shorter than black one.

Extension: 4D
Eyelashes: Mink C 0.07, Blue 8-13mm
Glue: Elite+
Due to the high standard lashes and tape it is
easy to make a fan in any methods.

Extension: 4D
Eyelashes: Mink B 0.07 7-12mm
Dark blue B 0.07 7-12 on the lower layer.
The length is the same as black one,
to create the Ombre effect

Extension:
Base: Dark blue B 0.07 8-11 mm
Highlights: Mink black С 0,07 11-14
mm

Beautiful, isn’t it? Salute to Jannat Sabiolda .
Eyelash stylist with more than 7 year experience,
the special prize owner at the 2017 Championship for the “Best color extension”,
two time Gold winner at “The best mega volume extension” category,
Special award of International Championship «Your look 2018», Almaty city, Kazakhstan @lashes_almaty_city.
Hope we inspired you to create your own unforgettable images!
Always yours, “HS Chemical”
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2. Removing makeup easy: Blan Shutte/Excellent Calming cleansing pads.
Excellent/Neicha Lip & Eye make up remover
EXCELLENT/BLAN SHUTTE CALMING CLEANSING PADS
One step gentle cleansing treatment
“Skin Beauty comes from perfect cleansing”
This is a well-known beauty secret.
Excellent/Blan Shutte calming cleansing pads remove makeup,
protein, oil and dirt leaving your skin feeling soothed and balanced.
Contained natural calming extracts provide exceptional moisturizing and nourishing beneﬁts to the skin.
All these are possible in one step!

FEATURES

One Step Cleansing

Natural extracts

Skin Calming

Sensitive Care

Easy & Fast
makeup removal

Enriched with
natural
calming extracts

Soothes and
calms irritation

Silky-soft texture
suitable for
sensitive skin

INGREDIENTS

Aloe Vera
Antioxidant effect

Blueberry
Skin Regeneration

Very gently soothes
and balance all skin
types.

Retinol restores skin balance,
reducing excessive sebum
secretion,
unclogging skin pores
and minimizing them.

Embossed side perfect make-up removal

Soft side skin-smoothing & calming

How to use
1

2

3

Sweep CALMING CLEANSING PAD over face skin until all traces of makeup are removed.

When to use
-While traveling, instead of carrying both cotton pads and cleansing water, only Calming
Cleansing Pads in your pouch is enough. This easy & simple one-touch cap enables hygienic
storage of the pads during your journey.
-Before eyelash extension to remove dirt and oil from natural lashes
-For daily easy makeup removing
If you wear eyelash extension and do your make-up every day,
you should pay attention on HOW to remove the make up without damaging your extended eyelashes.
Regular 2- phase removers contain oil, that dissolves glue and kills your extension.
The solution is EXCELLENT/NEICHA LIP & EYE MAKE UP REMOVER!
This remover is perfect for removing dirt and any makeup from your lips and eyes.
It has two separated ultra-mild formulas. After shaking they get combined into a very light and soft essence
that enables to remove any type of makeup without oily feeling and leave your skin bright and silky.
EXCELLENT/NEICHA LIP & EYE MAKE UP REMOVER (Content: 120ml)

These products are ideal for removal of makeup prior to eyelash extensions application as well.
EXCELLENT/NEICHA LIP & EYE MAKE UP REMOVER are pump types
which helps use it economically along with embossing cotton pads or applicators for easy cleansing.
Advantages of EXCELLENT/NEICHA LIP & EYE MAKE UP REMOVER.
-Oil free
-No harm to the eyelash extensions
-Does not sting the eyes
-With a lovely lavender fragrance
-Convenient pump type bottle
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3. Little bit more beauty:
Blan Shutte Innocent Nude/Urban Neutral eyeshadow pallets
Every woman has a secret weapon to survive in a modern life.
Some of them have a sharp mind, some conﬁdence, some have both and beautiful hair or eyes…
But every of them always wants to look even more attractive.
That’s why a huge industry of beauty products non-stop developing something new
to help women to stress or sustain their beauty.
It’s not easy to compete with famous brands which spend six digits marketing funds for
advertisement and charge the consumers with their expenditures. However “HS Chemical” launched
the cosmetics line “Blan Shutte” two years ago to diversify business opportunities for our partners and
add more beauty to the world. Slowly, but for surely the brand expands and ﬁnds its lovers.
Today we want to present you two eyeshadow pallets and gel eyeliner pencils. Together they make
perfect combination to create both a light daily make up and sexy party look very easy.
Gel eyeliner
Black
Pearl Aqua Blue

Pearl Royal Bronze

Podium Fiber
ﬁlled mascara

Urban Neutral

Innocent Nude

2

3
4

I. Cat's eye by Blan Shutte Urban Neutral.
1. “Fabulous” –on whole eyelid
2. “Celebrities”-eye line
3. “Brown City”-on a bottom eye lid
and #3 area
4. “Uptown girl”
5. Black Gel eyeliner,
“Podium” Fiber ﬁlled mascara

II. «Pearl Aqua blue» gel pencil eyeliner
helps to create marine mood

III. Don’t be shy! Create your own makeup
trend with Blan Shutte Pearl Royal Bronze
gel eyeliner and Red Velvet from
“Innocent Nude”

IV. Daily look with Innocent Nude

*The pictures are provided by our followers, bloggers and our partner from Russia, “Lagom” Co.
http://blanshutte.ru/, https://blog.naver.com/kiss8004/221273493400
Needless to say that all Blan Shutte cosmetics are designed with top class ingredients by exclusive recipes!
Your feelings come and go, but Blan Shutte stays with you forever!
https://www.instagram.com/p/BVF5G19BQFj/
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4. New arrival:
“Amino lifting Clear essence”

The perfect ﬁnishing of eyelash lifting procedure is an exclusive formula of AMINO LIFTING
CLEAR ESSENCE. This deeply nourishing treatment helps restore moisture balance, enrich,
repair and protect your eyelashes after eyelash lifting procedure!
A perfect solution for your eyelashes is available for order from January 2019.
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